Care home diabetes: an important part of community diabetology where high standards of diabetes care are essential
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Diabetes mellitus affects between one in three and one in four residents of UK care homes and aged-care (long-term care) facilities globally and, apart from dementia, is the commonest disabling disorder in care homes.1 The phenotype in residents is usually that of a person with type 2 diabetes (it is unclear what proportion of residents have type 1 diabetes) with an often complex co-morbid illness that leads to frailty, loss of independence, disability and reduced survival.2 In addition, residents with diabetes have a high risk of hypoglycaemia and avoidable hospital admissions, and care homes – similar to the situation in other countries – have been seen as an epicentre of the pandemic in the UK.3 Their susceptibility appears to be enhanced by a combination of advanced age, the presence of diabetes and the emergence of frailty representing a ‘triple jeopardy’ state.4 As such, providing safe and effective care to residents with diabetes is a key challenge to the current care home workforce and, despite published comprehensive and well-received national guidance on care home diabetes more than a decade ago,5 a large number of care staff have received little or no training and education in even minimal diabetes care. In our view this represents a failure in care provision to the most vulnerable diabetes population. This must be seen as a shared responsibility between all relevant stakeholders, including local authorities who have the legal responsibility for care provision and generally commission care services from external independent providers. However, we also see this as an opportunity for diabetes specialists (both medical and nursing) to take up the baton and make Care Home Diabetes part of their developing field of Community Diabetology, with a commitment to improve standards of diabetes care within institutional and long-term settings.

Whilst most clinical care should be based on the best available evidence, it is clear that, while descriptive and observational studies of residents with diabetes in care are available,6,7 there is limited information on randomised clinical trials of interventions within care home settings8 which should be a prompt to funding organisations, major pharma and researchers to take a greater interest in this sector of the diabetes population.7 The lack of a robust evidence base creates uncertainty in clinical decision-making about what are the safest and most effective glycaemic targets are appropriate. As a consequence, clinical guidelines on diabetes in older people rely on applying expert advice only, which may be less than satisfactory.8,9

A recent review of this area9 emphasised that the goals of caring for residents with diabetes should evolve around prevention of frailty and disability, risk management and optimising quality of life while preserving functional status with an overall consideration of life expectancy at all levels of intervention. This endorses the principles of the philosophical framework of the Australian McKellar Guidelines on managing diabetes in residential settings.10 The review8 concluded that additional resources are required (both public and private) to establish sustainable effective diabetes care within care homes and similar settings including training and upskilling care staff, providing modern equipment for diagnosis and point of care testing (POCT), the modification of facilities to allow for implementing new interventions and undertaking regular audit programmes. This represented a ‘Call to Action’ to bring about a global improvement in the care of residents with diabetes.

The establishment of the National Advisory Panel on Care Home Diabetes (NAPCHD) in July 2020 by a multi-stakeholder group of organisations (including all major diabetes organisations, Royal College of General Practitioners, Care England, Queen’s Nursing Institute, Care Quality Commission, Directors
of Adults Social Services and other key representatives) was driven by several forces including the need to produce a timely document that is a decade or so on from the 2010 national Diabetes UK care home diabetes guidance. Other drivers included the need for a document that requires a broader representation from all involved stakeholders that have an influence on the nature, quality and delivery of effective diabetes care in the care home sector. In addition, the recent COVID-19 and diabetes care guidance issued by the National Diabetes Stakeholders COVID 19 Response Group (April 2020) revealed the high vulnerability of residents with diabetes, both to infection but also to developing serious acute medical illness. Thirteen key tasks were identified and eight subgroups among the panel members were set up. The work is due to finish in late Autumn 2021. Five key outcomes are hoped for:

1. To develop a national Strategic Document of Diabetes Care for Care Homes that will provide a set of recommendations which, if funded and implemented, will bring about worthwhile, sustainable and effective quality of diabetes care improvements that have a measurable effect on enhancing clinical outcomes, quality of life and wellbeing of all residents with diabetes. This, in principle, would represent a new model of health and social care for residents with diabetes in care homes
2. To bring about a culture change in all health and social care sectors that recognises the urgent need to fund and support the training and education of care staff to enhance their skills and abilities to deliver better quality diabetes care.
3. To bring about measurable but realistic improvements within the care home sector that will enhance the liaison with local laboratory services to enhance diagnosis, monitoring and management.
4. To create a preventative programme that minimises the risk of hospital admission of residents with diabetes.
5. To support a wider use of technology to support diagnosis, monitoring and liaison and networking between relevant community-based services, health and social care professionals and public health

At all times a caring and compassionate workforce supported by community-based health and social professionals will be needed, particularly for those residents with severe frailty and disability and those with diabetes at end of life. We feel it is also time to include Care Home Diabetes on the Specialist Training Curriculum in Diabetes & Endocrinology as part of Community Diabetology, which could be led by ABCD and JBDS-IP working in collaboration to define the learning objectives and training format. Better research, better joined-up thinking between stakeholders and implementation of the NAPCHD work should provide a sound basis for real and consistent improvements in diabetes care delivery within care homes.
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